Introduction of ZTT

Jiangsu Zhongtian Technologies Co Ltd

Jiangsu Zhongtian Technologies Co., Ltd. (ZTT) is a key high-tech enterprise of China. As ‘The first stock of special fiber optic cable in China’, ZTT issued stock ‘A’ on 24 Oct 2002 in Shanghai and became a public company. (Stock code: 600522)

ZTT mainly produces products for optical communications and electrical power systems. It is a professional manufacturer which produces the most comprehensive series of fiber optic cables and electrical power conductors in China. ‘ZTT is the best choice for special fiber optic cables’ is well-known in the field of optical communications. ZTT’s products have been used by China Telecom, China Unicom, China Mobile, China Netcom, the Railway Ministry and National Power communications Center in various area trunk lines. ZTT’s ADSS, OPGW, SOFC, 960 fibers ribbon cable and optical cable jumper cord were listed respectively as National Torch Project and National New Products.

ZTT co-operates with Hitachi Cable, Ltd. and established ‘Zhongtian Hitachi Fiber Optic Cable Co., Ltd.’ (ZHC). It successfully developed the new generation fiber optic composite ground wire (OPGW). Till now, it has achieved more than 15,000KM on line operation, and takes the first place in domestic market. ZTT Submarine fiber optic cable (SOFC) shared 60% of the whole domestic market in 2002. There were totally 7 projects in 2002 in China, and ZTT got 5. Besides that, there is over 25,000KM of ADSS cable on line operation in China.

ZTT 960 fibers ribbon cable broke the maximum fiber count of optical cable record in China. Its sample has been collected by China Post and Telecommunication Museum. ZTT optical cable jumper cord for indoor communications has been certified to meet UL standards and it is free of inspection when it is exported. ZTT Micro Optical Cable is an epoch product, which shows the consistence of advanced technology and economical investment. It is popular and widely used by the carriers who are in short of pipe resource and those public carriers who pay attention to the reward of investment of this type of optical cable. It has been the first used in China.

ZTT fully utilized its advance position in its leading industry and vertically integrates the post & pre industrial players by acquisition and merger in order to create a largest leader in its field. ZTT succeeded to acquire Shanghai Aluminum Factory and had established Shanghai Zhongtian Alumunium Co., Ltd. on 8 March 2004. Till now, more than 80,000 tons conductors have been deployed on 500KV lines and about 20,000 tons conductors have been exported. ZTT has set foot in investment, real estate and hotel management and formed a multi-developing structure in China.